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ABSTRACT 
Cloud computing is recent technology. In cloud environment 

services are provided in an ubiquitous, easy and on request 

fashion to share computing resources [4][5]. The key point in 

cloud computing is Virtualization[6][14],which provides the 

partition of one physical machine into multiple virtual machines 

that can run simultaneously. Physical resources and hardware are 

shared in virtualization [15] where applications are encapsulated 

within virtual machines (VM) is dynamically mapped onto a pool 

of physical servers. Live migration of virtual machines is a 

process of moving a virtual machine in its running state or 

application in it’s running state between different physical 

machines, while not disturbing the service provided to the user. 

All the system resources, which are assigned to the virtual 

machine like memory, storage, process and Network resources 

like connectivity, are transferred from the original host machine to 

the destination machine. Load Balancing, Energy efficiency and 

fault tolerance which is also known as High availability of 

physical servers, in Cloud Data center are significant performance 

needs of Live Migration. This paper incorporates a detailed 

review on Migration of Virtual machines in cloud environment 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is latest technology in which Platform,  software 

and Infrastructure are accessible as a service. The client getting to 

the service needs to pay just for the proportion he has utilized. 

Cloud computing works on virtualization technology and utility 

computing. Virtualization is a technology that provide an 

environment to enable numerous segregated and secure 

virtualized servers to run on a single physical server. With the use 

of virtualization a no. of virtual machines can be hosted on the 

same physical server for optimal utilization of resources, therefore 

subsequently diminishing the expense of deploying a Datacenter. 

It also enhances the security of physical servers in Data center. A 

virtual machine is a computer software that has its own operating 

system and application running on it like any other physical 

machine. The virtual machine has its own resources to provide 

various services. VM migration is a process in which the VM is 

moved from one physical machine (PM) to another physical 

machine (PM) [12]. VM migration originates from process 

Migration [8],[9], Efficient energy utilization [12][13], load 

balancing, fault Tolerance[8][11] and     high availability of 

physical server in Cloud Data center can be counted as the main 

objectives for VM migration process. 

However, this operation must be consistent to the users and 

should have no affect on the service experience of users [2].Total 

migration time, downtime, overall network traffic and service 

degradation are some of the performance measures for VM 

migration technologies [17]. As in recent scenario a large no. of 

clients select cloud data centers to execute the client applications 

[7], The  efficient management of  the VMs in a data center is a 

key point to discuss. This paper presents a review on the virtual 

machines migration patterns in cloud environment. It also 

discusses about the challenges in Live Virtual machine migration 

techniques. 

Section II presents various categories of virtual machine 

migration techniques in Cloud environment according to the 

needs of virtual machine migration. Section III describes various 

live migration techniques cloud Data center. Section IV describes 

advantages and challenges with VM migration. Section V gives a 

conclusion of this research article. 

2. DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF 

MIGRATION TECHNIQUES [3] 
Technique that migrate the entire OS and its associated 

application from one physical machine to another, is called Live 

Virtual machine Migration. In live migration, migration is to be 

done in the running state of virtual machine with no interruption 

on the executing application. The key merits of virtual machine 

migration incorporate power conservation of physical server, fault 

tolerance in case of sudden failure and the balancing of  load in 

between the physical servers. Following section elaborate about 

the various kind of techniques for migration of a virtual machine  

2.1 Load Balancing Migration Techniques 
For the distribution of load across the physical servers in a 

manner that enhances the scalability of physical servers in cloud 

environment ,Load balancing migration techniques is used. This 

technique also provides implementation of fail-over, minimizes 

the resource consumption, avoid bottlenecks, enhances scalability, 

and also avoid over-provision of resources etc. 

2.2 Energy Efficient Migration Techniques 
In Data center the power is required for the utilization of the 

servers and their cooling systems. Most of  the maximum power 

consumption of servers is consumed , even if these are less 

utilized level. Therefore techniques are needed to migrate for the 

conservation of power of servers and to optimize the utilization of 

resources. 

2.3 Fault Tolerant Migration Techniques 
In case of failure of any server part, Fault tolerance techniques 

provides solutions for the virtual machines to continue its job. In 

this technique, if there is a prediction of the failure occurrences 

then the virtual machine is migrated from existing physical server 

to another physical server. Thus fault tolerant migration technique 

is used to enhance the availability of physical server and diminish 

down turn in applications performance. 

3. VIRTUAL MACHINE MIGRATION 
To segregate the data center and server workload maintenance 

VM migration is required. It migrate the processor state (I/O, 

CPU, memory) between physical machines [1]. VM migration 

technique is used to balance the load among servers on the basis 

of available resources.VM migration is a good option  when 

number of client increases in cloud data center, to provide a better 

service [3]. Basically for migration of VM two migration patterns 

are implemented such as live migration and non-live migration. In 

non-live migration, service provided is stopped in the duration of 
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migration. In live migration, service provided remains unaffected 

in the duration of migration. 

3.1 Non-Live Migration 
Non live migration is easiest and newest migration technique. In 

this technique the current execution of VMs are suspended and 

resumed before and after the migration phases, respectively 

[1][2][17]. It is a simple technique as the service provided is 

stopped while migration process continues. the state of VM does 

not resume on the destination server until the migration process 

completes .Memory pages need to be migrated only once using 

this technique. The migration time is also very short and 

predictable. Although this technique simplifies the migration 

process but as the service provided is paused during the migration 

phase, application performance is degraded 

3.2 Live VM migration 
Live migration technique is the most commonly used for VM 

migration. Unlike to non-live VM migration, there is no 

interruption in service in live migration. Efficient utilization of 

bandwidth, To optimize the application performance, minimize 

the application downtime and reducing the overall time required 

for transfer by maximum factor, are the key objectives of live VM 

migration . For live migration of VM process and its memory 

states, there are two main approaches. These approaches with 

their working style and migration strategy are described in 

following section. 

3.2.1 Pre-Copy Migration[17] 
In Pre-copy migration, while keeping the VM in running 

condition ,the transfer of memory contents  to the destination is 

done simultaneously. For pre-copy VM migration process there 

are  mainly  six steps, including: (1) Selecting the destination 

host,(2) Reservation of Resources, (3) Iterative pre-copying   

rounds, (4) Stop and copy phase, (5) Commitment, and (6) VM 

activation at the destination server. 

The transfer phase continues if the memory content are changed 

in this duration, then these changed contents or dirty pages are 

continuously transferred to the destination. This process remains 

continue until one of the following two conditions are met 

1) Fixed threshold is reached 

2) Remaining no. of pages is small.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 0: Pre migration  
Activate migration on host X  
Prior selection of Alternate physical host 

may be done for migration Block devices 

mirrored and free resources maintained 

 

Step 1: Reservation  
Initialize a container on the target host 

 

 

Step 2: Enable shadow paging  
Copy dirty pages in successive rounds 

 

Step 3: Stop and copy  
Suspend VM on host  X  
Generate ARP to redirect traffic to 

Host Y Synchronize all remaining 

VM state to Host  Y 

 

Step 4: Commitment  
VM state on Host X is released 

 

 

 

 Step 5: Activation  
VM starts on Host Y  
Connects to local devices  
Resumes normal operation 

 

Fig:1  Pre copy migration process steps [3] 

Now the VM is suspended and the remaining pages are   copied 

After that firstly the Execution of VM is started in the target 

machine, and the main VM is then terminated. Low VM 

downtime (required for copying the remaining dirty pages), which 

is main advantage  of pre copy migration. On the other hand, 

repeated copying of dirty pages can increase the whole migration 

time . Pre copy migration is advantageous in cases of few memory 

transfers, but in case of more memory transfers greater transfer 

time and downtime will be observed. 

3.2.2 Post-Copy Migration[17] 
In Post-copy migration the memory contents are fetched after the 

transfer of process state to the destination server. The prior 

transfer of process states  to the destination machine in this 

scheme enables the VM to resume instantly at the target machine. 

The memory contents of VM are copied to destination from 

source while VM is running on the target host. Memory faults are 

generated for the memory pages that have not been fetched yet, 

and now the missing pages are to be fetched from source machine. 

As excess and repetitive memory faults results in significant 

disruption in the service quality, so to reduce this type of service 

interruption techniques such as memory prepaging, are usually 

taken into account to lower the number of page faults. 
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Fig 2: Post -copy migration flowchart.[18] 

Memory prepaging provides high accuracy in predicting the 

subsequent memory uses by assuming that VM memory access 

reveals specific and time bounded location. Therefore, Memory 

faults can be significantly reduced by prior migration of the 

corresponding memory pages which has high demand 

probability,. Finally, Now the source VM does not have the latest 

memory contents, a failure during the migration process can likely 

result in irrecoverable VM states. Checkpoint mechanism is One 

of the best possible mechanism to remove this limitation that is to 

checkpoint the VM state from the destination VM back to the 

source VM. Overall, to lower the migration time is the key merit 

of post-copy migration, as in the whole process the memory 

contents are copied at most once. On the other hand, due to the 

occurrence of memory faults more service interruption can be 

there.  

Attempts can be made to merge pre-copy and post-copy migration 

techniques into a hybrid migration technique. Notably, the pre-

copy migration supports the prior transfer of memory contents to 

the destination. On completion, now the state of Virtual Machine 

is suspended, the dirty pages are now to be transferred to the 

destination machine. The VM execution is then resumed, with the 

new dirty pages pushed to the destination machine as in the post-

copy migration. Larger  no. of memory pages are copied in pre 

copy because of  repeatedly copying memory pages for a certain 

number of iterations[3]. This combination can yield a better trade-

off between the merits and demerits of both. 

 

4. ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES OF 

VM MIGRATION 

4.1 Advantages The merits of VM migration can be put 

forth in following aspects 

 Load balancing Migration is a good option in cases of some 

server overload under loaded VMs can be migrated in 

between for load balancing. 

 Zero-downtime hardware maintenance VM migration works 

in scenario of server failure or suspension for hardware 

maintenance, the VMs can be migrated for this duration on 

another server and can be moved back after recovery[4][11]. 

 Server consolidation In cases of Energy or communication 

purpose VMs are migrated live[10] . 

 Across-site management for the cloud providers managing 

more than one sites, improving Quality of service 

 Hybrid cloud Public cloud can be loaded in peak load hours. 

 Cloud federation For minimizing deficiencies cloud 

providers can cooperate with each other. 

 Breaking vendor lock-in VM migration is good technique 

to avoid the user locked with one vendor using 

 User’s mobility reaction for uninterrupted service to user 

while he is moving from one place to another, related VM 

can be migrated on appropriate target. 

4.2 Challenges in VM migration 
 

 Network connection continuity. As a VM migrated to a 

different machine, it is required to be approachable to 

clients. For live migration, the open connections should 

also be remained alive during migration 

 Memory data migration: All running states are required 

to be copied to the destination If after migration it is 

required for the migrated VM to run from the point 

where it was stopped. Memory data, states of device, 

states of CPU etc are included in data of state.  

 Storage data migration. The transfer of virtual disk of 

migrated VM, on the target will be required in case if 

the storage system of the source data center is not 

reachable from the target server of VM migration. As 

high disk I/O latency can be there on remote access of 

disk data and same may also create  violation of SLA. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This Paper presents a review on virtual machine migration 

techniques. The main categories of migration techniques are 

efficiency of power, balance of load and fault tolerance  

techniques. Non live and live migration are patters of migration. 

Non live migration reduces the migration time while interrupting 

the services provided. On thev other side live migration reduces 

the downtime and provide uninterrupted services to the user. 

Precopy and Post copy are the two variants of live migration 

pattern. Precopy provide proactive migration of required pages 

while post copy migrates VM first and then the pages are 

migrated as page faults occur. Pre copy migration is  

advantageous in cases of few memory transfer Advantages of VM 

migration like zero downtime, load balancing, sever 

consolidation, vendor lock in, users mobility are also discussed. 

At last major challenges with VM migration in case of Memory 

migration, storage data migration and network connection 

continuity are discussed. 
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